2019 PRODUCT GUIDE

TOOLKIT
SHIPPING API
A full featured, server-based shipping API known amongst integrators for its scalability and reliability, Toolkit
integrates with TMS, WMS, ERP, order management, e-commerce, or other business systems using industrystandard interfaces (.NET, XML web services, COM, ), and connects to both Windows and non-Windows
platforms. Toolkit offers the fastest throughput with unlimited customization and scalability options.
Target Customer: Ships 50 – 250,000+ pkg/day in global markets and need the ability to scale with the
growth of their business, markets, locations, and operations.

TOOLKIT CLOUD

TOOLKIT MERCHANT

HOSTED SHIPPING API

RATING API

Toolkit Cloud enables online (cloud-based)
access to the ConnectShip Toolkit API solution
online, without the requirement to install a
dedicated, onsite server – reducing the need
for IT resources. Toolkit Cloud is available in a
pay-as-you-go model, again reducing the initial
investment cost. Toolkit Cloud gives you a
powerful and flexible technology base for
building applications, and offers the flexibility
to evolve with your future business needs.

Toolkit Merchant is a highly scalable shipment
rating API that allows you to integrate rating
functionality into your existing e-commerce
stores and enterprise applications. Toolkit
Merchant, through XML interfaces, allows you
to include your available/negotiated rates and
services into your TMS, WMS, ERP, or other
applications so that customers can compare
and select services that most fits their needs.

Target Customer: Wants the seamless integration, scalability, and flexible integration options
of Toolkit with the low start-up cost and IT
requirements of a hosted solution.

Target Customer: Wants to provide customers
with actual shipping rates and dates at
point-of-purchase.

WAREHOUSE
CLIENT/SERVER SHIPPING MANAGEMENT APPLICATION
Warehouse is a full-featured client/server shipping management application for customers who are not
using an enterprise resource planning system to facilitate shipping. It enables complete end-to-end
shipping capabalities for both international and domestic shippers and allows the customer to centrally
manage and administer multiple locations and workstations on a single system. Warehouse provides
access to the latest information from ma jor carriers using ConnectShip carrier components, where all
service guides, regulations, rate charts, routing tables, delivery commitments, etc. are maintained.
Target Customer: Mid-sized to enterprise companies who ship 50 – 250,000+ pkg/day and need systemwide access to a global customer address list, and doesn’t have a shipping application integrated to their
enterprise system.

